Nociceptive behavior after intrathecal injections of substance P, neurokinin A and calcitonin gene-related peptide in mice.
Intrathecal injections of substance P (SP) or neurokinin A (NKA) in the mouse caused dose-dependent reciprocal hindlimb scratching, licking and biting responses directed to the caudal part of the body. NKA decreased the latency in the tail flick assay but like SP, did not alter the reactions in the hot plate test or the hypertonic saline assay. Although immunoreactivity of calcitonin gene-related peptide (CGRP) was detected in mouse spinal cord, CGRP caused no behavioral reactions, nor did it significantly affect thermo- or chemonociception or the scratching induced by SP. Since NKA-like immunoreactivity was found to be present in sensory neurons, NKA as well as SP are likely transmitters of nociceptive primary afferent neurons.